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Abstract

Purpose - In today’s competitive market, satisfying the customer demands that, the food processing industry (FPI) has to adopt constant process improvement strategies so as to retain a recurring customer base. Value stream mapping (VSM) adoption has been cited as one of the means through which FPI can achieve constant process improvement. It is recognized as one of the efficient lean supply chain management (LSCM) tools for waste identification and elimination in materials and information flow, people as well as performance improvement among firms. The purpose of this paper is to assess effect of VSM on operational performance (waste reduction and elimination, product quality), the mediating role of supply chain collaboration (SCC).

Design/methodology/approach - This conceptual paper recommends an inclusive model that incorporate VSM, SCC dimensions and operational performance. Underpinned by theories such as the Dynamic Capabilities (DCT) and Relational View (RV), the proposed model is to establish the direct and indirect effects of VSM (multiplicative stages; identification of the product family, create a current state value stream map, future state value stream map, as well as implementation and performance comparison) on operational performance through the influence of SCC in the FPI context. The framework identifies, internal and external firm collaboration as the main goal of VSM implementation which will subsequently lead to improvements in operational performance.

Originality: The study effectively combines the DCT and RV to develop a comprehensive model involving three broad operations and supply chain management concepts. Though there may be similar studies on VSM practices among manufacturing industry, however, none of such a model or work that has been reported particularly in the context of Ghana especially FPI. Additionally, exploring the mediating roles of individual dimensions of SCC in the VSM practices – operational performance in the FPI is a novelty as it provides deeper insights on the mediating effects of each dimension of SCC in the relationship between VSM practices and operational performance. The proposed theoretical model is also a potential blueprint for successful LSCM practices implementation.
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1.0 Introduction

According to World Economic Forum report (2016), the world will feed approximately 9 billion people by year 2050 since the demand for food is likely to rise by sixty percent greater than it is today. Studies have shown that the Food Processing Industry (FPI) has been marked as one of the fastest emerging industries all over the world (Ali, 2016), as every year, trillions of dollar worth of processed food products are produce, imported and sold all over the world (Kearney, 2010; Committee for Economic Development, 2017). For instance, the United States of America (USA) has been cited as one of the world’s biggest economies that imports food products.
In 2017, Cago, (2017) revealed that, the USA that imported a total of $133 billion USD worth of food and food products, followed by China at $105.26 billion USD, Germany at $98.90 billion USD, Japan at $68.86 billion USD, the United Kingdom at $66.54 billion USD, the Netherlands at $64.38 billion USD, France at $62.29 billion USD, Italy at $51.34 billion USD, Belgium at $40.87 billion USD, and the Russian Federation at $38.60 billion USD. This has forced manufacturers in FPI to come out with food products with the highest quality that can sufficiently meet the customers’ demand (Hasnan, Aziz, Zulkifli & Taip, 2014) thereby granting them survival in today’s competitive market.

Prior studies have disclosed that, nearly half of the total food produced worldwide are wasted away (Fox & Fimeche, 2013) i.e. more than one-third or two-thirds (1.3 billion tons of edible food) of food produced is lost or wasted along the supply chain (SC) (Dora, Kumar, & Gellynck, 2016; FAO, 2018) due factors such as low value-addition in processing, lack of resource, skills and knowledge, low consumer demand awareness, lack of transparency, as well as demand-supply mismatches and distortions (Mukherjee et al., 2013), overproduction and processing, defects (Halloran et al., 2014), negligence of SC members with respect to handling methods, and machine failures leading to faulty packaging as well as firms’ (internal and external) inability to adhere to material or product specifications in terms of quality, looks, smell and taste (Dora et al., 2019). Food waste (FW) can be explained as food loss that occurs at the end of the food supply chain (FSC) in the retail and final consumption stages (Parfitt, Barthel and Macnaughton, 2010).

The Ghanaian FPI is a subset of the manufacturing industry, an important sector that contributes to the growth of the economy in areas such as provision of food which is its basic mandate, employment creation, and generating a significant revenue for the country through exports (Andam & Asante, 2018). For instance, in 2017, the sector accounted for about 42 percent of the country’s manufacturing output, created about 40 percent employment opportunities and exported processed foods to almost 15 countries worldwide with an annual export value of more than €7.9344 trillion ($1.7632 billion), which amounted two-thirds of the total food exports of over €13.68 trillion; however, the sector is often affected by a lot wastages due to some distinct features such as perishability, a short shelf life, seasonality, and varied harvesting conditions (Tanco et al., 2013); this sometimes result in low performance of FPI (Heller & Keoleian, 2015) hence an opportunity for process improvement (OECD, 2017).

Studies have summarized the traits of the FPI into three components: the product, production process, and manufacturing plant (Van Wezel, Van Donk, & Gaalman 2006; Wang, Li, & O’Brien 2009; Dora et al., 2016). Activities of FPI are associated with perishability such as raw materials or semi- and fully finished products as well as variability in terms of the quality, supply, and price due to an unpredictable yield. From the perspective of production process, the production yield, processing time, as well as product structure are all variable, with high disparities in the composition, formulas, products, and processing methods. The production rate is highly capacity reliance. For instance, in the FPI, the plant tends to exhibit a flow shop-oriented design, with the processing and packaging sectors being separated due to quality control requirements. Therefore, these factors make processing activities sensitive to time and the conditions during the production, making it easy to increase waste (Yuvamitra, Lee & Dong, 2017).

Food wastages in Ghana according to OECD (2017) constitutes about 40 percent and studies have attributed FW to factors such as inadequate and poor business processes, technical skills and competence, as well as lack of collaboration among supply chain partners that tend to affect performance such as quality products that meet international standards for both local and foreign consumption (Owwo and Lambon-Quayefio 2015; ITC, 2016). According to Andam et al (2015), FW (unprocessed) alone constituted about 44 percent whereas importation, partially and packaged as well as completely processed food product were 39, 9 and 8 percent respectively. Experts have suggested for the committed efforts of SC partners towards the adoption and implementation of sustainable business strategies such lean supply chain management (LSCM) practices not only ensure reduction in waste or non-value addition (NVA), but to enable them improve performance of their organizations in terms of producing quality products while retaining their survival in the current competitive market (Tortorella et al., 2019). This is because, LSCM practices has been cited as a potential strategy that can assist firms to review and continuously improve their processes and operation to minimize NVA and also put efficiency into material flow as well as integrate information among supply chain partners in producing product or service at the request of the customer to meet his/her expectation (Dharni & Rodrigue 2015; Nimeh et al., 2018).

LSCM practices such as value stream mapping (VSM) according to prior studies is capable of increasing the effectiveness of value chain analysis by improving consumer value at each stage (Zokaei & Simons, 2006; Dadashejad & Valmohammadi, 2018). It ensures all waste are eliminated or reduced by thoroughly outlining and restructuring all business processes into a single continuous flow while improving resource use which enhances firms’ ability to meet unplanned challenges (Green, Lee & Kozman, 2010).
Waste is termed as non-value addition (NVA) activities in production such as defects, overproduction, inappropriate processing, unnecessary inventory, unnecessary motion, transport and waiting (Ohno, 1943). VSM can decrease firms’ lead and production times by smoothing production to minimize NVA as well as improve the quality of a product (Boonsthonsatit & Junghawan, 2015; Dadashnejad & Valmohammadi, 2018). It has been designed to map out all activities (both value and NVA) in value stream of production process, giving firms the chance to analyze the flow of raw material from suppliers to end customer thereby making it useful for decision making in leveraging competitiveness which is also key to flexibility as measured in with lead time (Modi & Thakkar, 2014). It therefore promotes the usefulness of collaboration in the manufacturing environment i.e. managing quality within the value chain thereby improving food production and service (Ahmed et al., 2015), reduce operational cost, inculcate agility and meet the demands of their customers (Shrafat & Ismail, 2018).

Although previous studies justify its usage in various industries as a tool to control NVA and improve performance of firms; Boonsthonsatit & Junghawan (2015) value addition, profits and cost reduction in the automobile industry, Steur et al (2016) reduction in food loss and waste in the FSC, Shou et al (2017) reduction in inventory, lead time, cycle time and manpower among manufacturing firms, Andreadis, Garza-Reyes and Kumar (2017) managerial practice in relation to operational performance such as reduction in lead and cycle time, inventory and productivity, Dadashnejad & Valmohammadi (2018) production process improvement, higher customer satisfaction as result of cost reduction and quality enhancement yet limited studies have explored its applicability in FPI more especially in the Ghanaian context with a specific connection to waste reduction and enhancement in product quality through the influence of supply chain collaboration. This is because, most of the NVA or waste sometimes occur in different stages in value chain, therefore Steur et al (2016) suggest that it will be essential if future studies dealing with VSM could include at least one supply chain actor with respect to performance improvements such as waste reduction and product quality. Given such importance of FPI in the Ghanaian economy, continued research is defensible to generate updated knowledge that can be useful in solving challenges experienced in the industry and to make meaningful decisions necessary for its further growth and success. Therefore, the purpose of this study is investigate the effect of the adoption and implementation of VSM in improving organizational performance of FPI.

2.0 Literature Review

2.1 Operational Performance

Operational performance measures the expectations of consumers or customers of a firm with respect to achieving satisfaction, providing value to customers, retaining customers base, and attaining a desired market share (Gupta & Malhotra, 2013; Payne & Frow, 2014) or the use of key indicators such as productivity, quick response to market changes, timely delivery, product quality, flexibility, unit manufacturing cost, lead time, scrap and rework cost, waste reduction (Shah & Ward 2003; Bortolotti et al., 2014; Shrafat & Ismail, 2018). According to researchers, competition, changes in customer taste and preference, rapid inventions and increase in technology are among the main cause of short product life cycle (Gan et al., 2015). A product is termed as the most essential item that the customer derives value from. A product’s quality is related to customers’ satisfaction level, because it has great influence on the product or service performance and customers will perceive it directly after using it (Sun et al., 2019). The quality of product or service should be able to withstand and take longer time to malfunction compare to that of rival (Fawcett et al., 2007; Williams, 2013). In a situation where these features are considered not to be present in an organization’s product or service or does not meet all requirements, a low or poor level of quality is achieved (Praxiom Research Group Limited, 2010) and can also be termed as waste.

According to Hines and Rich (1997), operations of manufacturing can be categorized into three main fields; non-value-adding (NVA) activities, necessary but non-value-adding (NNVA) activities (waste) and value adding (VA) activities. NVA (waste) are actions that take resources yet bring no important to the both customer as well as organization, hence need to be eradicated. They includes unnecessary material handling, backtracking, waiting time, etc. NNVA though considered as waste by the customer, however might be important to the firm in order to complete its operational routines. These activities may be difficult to remove in short term as it might need key alterations in the existing operational procedures. Example might be walking long distances to pick up under-processed parts, unpacking inventories, etc. whereas VA activities include the operation like transformation of input into useful end product. The customers recognize these activities as valuable and therefore are willing to pay for it. These include machining of materials, forging of sub-parts, joining of sub-assemblies, etc. Base on the five principles of lean, value VSM conveys the possibility of firms identifying VA or NNVA activities and constantly pursues the goal of NVA elimination with the aim of increasing what is perceived as value in the eyes of the customer and redirects the workflow from a customer’s perspective; i.e. a process that provides effective ways of instituting strategic directions for better decision making and work design (Li, 2014).
FPI with an enormous competitive market demands need to adopt contemporary and creative manufacturing practices that can sustain and improve the total attractiveness and productivity heights. LSCM practice follows the principle of lean thinking, which stresses on the reduction of waste and stoppage in the provision flow of goods, services and technologies from suppliers to customers. Thus, the ‘lean thinking’ and subsequent LSC adopt various management techniques and practices such as VSM to reduce overall costs, waste, enhance product quality, and shorten delivery times (Boonsthoorsati & Junghawan 2015; Shah & Ganji, 2017). VSM has been cited as driving force concerning the enhancement of operational performance(waste reduction and elimination, product quality (Shah& Ganji, 2017; Dadashnejad & Valmohammadi, 2018), since it seeks to decrease performance time disparity by establishing standard work procedures.

2.2 Value Stream Mapping

The term “value stream” was first used in a book called “The Machine that Changed the World” in the 1990s which was written by James Womack, Daniel Jones, and Daniel Roos. It was further simplified into another book, “Lean Thinking,” in 1996 by James Womack and Daniel Jones. These books essentially introduced the Lean movement. They defined the value stream as “the sequence of activities a firm undertakes to deliver on a customer’s request.” VSM can be traced back to more than 30 years ago, when it was known as the “material and information flow” and was used by Toyota Motor Corporation as a visual mapping technique to gain a better understanding in the flow material and information throughout the entire company (Manos, 2006). The popularity of VSM grew as the American companies observed and studied its efficiency and consistency in Toyotas’ operations. As the Lean movement took off, so did this mapping technique that Toyota had developed and has continued to evolve to become what is now known as VSM, which is much more applicable and useful for businesses and value streams of all types(Rother and Shook, 1999; Yuvamitra et al., 2017).

VSM as a practice of lean has been recognized as a strategy that can create permanent value for any business in terms of product quality improvement (Jimenez et al., 2011; Dadashnejad & Valmohammadi, 2018), since it can serve as references for firms in the removal or decreasing unnecessary inventory and other sources of waste in the value chain, thereby achieving cost reduction and additional value-enhanced products (Lehtinen and Torkko 2005). Further, it can assist in visualizing how production system works from the time a customer plays a requisition till the time of delivery (Shararah, 2013). Hence, firms are able to gain a better appreciation of issues such as identification of problem (waste), hotspots where they occur, and more importantly, how to enhance the cooperative process both internally and externally (Steur et al., 2016). Rother and Shook (1999) refer to VSM as a pencil and paper tool that supports the understanding of information and material flow throughout the production process of a product. It explains all activities and events (both VA and NVA) that a product or service passes through on its way from supplier to customer. Thus a tool used to design, analyze or map out VA and NVA in the production process by examining how the flow of raw material and information are related (Kilpatrick and Osborne, 2014). On the whole, Rother and Shook (1999) recommend four stage activities that should guide the implementation of VSM in any industry and this include; identification of the product family, create a current state value stream map, future state value stream map, as well as implementation and performance comparison.

2.2.1 Identification of the Product Family (Problem)

The first step in VSM is the identification of the product family. FPI have several product categories that undergo different processing stages, therefore Rother and Shook (1999; Garza-Reyes et al., 2018) caution against the mapping of all product families at once, as this can only make the VSM complicated. Womack (2006) remarks that carefully choosing a product family for VSM would increase the benefits expected from the VSM analysis. The identification stage will enable the FPI to determine its hotspot or the start and end points of the mapping exercise. For example, will the starting point be the creation of a customer feature request, will it start with an approved request, end with a delivered product to production, or will you end with production side when the customer signs-off (Saboo et al., 2014). This also stage aids in VSM team(cross-sectional) selection and mapping details; as team selection needs to be those individuals that are directly able to make the changes that might come from the activity so as achieve the objectives of the VSM activity (Brunn, 2000; Garza-Reyes et al., 2016)

2.2.2 Developing Current State Value Steam Map

The second step in VSM is to map the current state of the value stream. This should be done base on the agreement of problem statement and formation of a cross-functional team with representation from all departments (Rother and Shook, 1999; Lovelle, 2001). This stage may include additional processes and corresponding data such as the current cycle times, lead time, up time, takt times, SLA’s etc. Once the current state of VSM has been created, the cross-sectional team has to develop the target state VSM or walk through the value stream to draw a map of the process such as quality, delivery, waste removal, compliance or combination of any of these (Jeyaraj et al., 2013).
This would empower the team to gain better understanding of the entire process (material and information flow) as well as have productive discussions such as what-if’s and to develop better solutions to identified hot points (Jeong & Yoon, 2016). The current state VSM is very essential as it comes in handy in the future, after changes have been implemented. The aim is to provide the firm a means through which before and after comparison of the process can be made, i.e., a performance figures to know whether changes had resulted in desired results (Dadashnejad & Valmohammadi, 2018). Yuvamitra et al. (2017) affirmed the criticality of an accurate mapping of the current state since it ensures that, the future state and any recommendations or structural changes for improvement will be grounded on it.

2.2.3 Creating Future State Value Stream Map

Developing the proposed future state value stream map marks the third stage in the VSM and this is normally done based on current state VSM analysis. It is necessary for firms to identify areas that are termed as hotspots, bottlenecks, backlogs, strengths, and weaknesses in VSM where improvements and modifications are needed based on takt time, cycle times, lead time, up time etc. (Jeong & Yoon, 2016). According to Jeong and Yoon (2016), the team has to identify gaps or improvement areas such as large inventories, long lead/cycle time, and defects, then give justifications on how and why these activities have been termed as NVA or waste. Yuvamitra, et al (2017) posit that future state map result in change processes, strategies and structures based on gaps identified. The development of future state map using lean principles can result in a number of modifications such as reduction of NVA activities and process improvements. Studies have revealed that drawing the future state map is very important because it ensures continuous flow through many activities and at the same time reduces costs, waste, throughput times well as improve process. This result in mutual benefits for both the firm and the customer (Womack, 2006; Tyagi et al., 2015; Dadashnejad & Valmohammadi, 2018).

2.2.4 Implementation and Performance Comparison

This stage is deemed the final step in VSM. Once the future state value stream map is set, it truly represents the ‘ideal’ state in which the value stream should operate. The essence of this stage in VSM is to convert and execute the modifications and improvements to close the gap between the future state and current state (Rother and Shook, 1999; Dadashnejad & Valmohammadi, 2018). For instance Saboo et al (2014) propose the use of lean tools and techniques to execute modification or recommendation in the ideal situation base on the current state as affirmed by Dadashnejad and Valmohammadi (2018) in achieving better results such as improvement in production process, customer satisfaction, cost reduction, waste and quality.

2.3 Value Stream Mapping and Operational Performance

Research suggest that by using VSM, organizations can decrease their lead time and production time by smoothing their production in order to decrease waste and improve the quality of a product. VSM can help FPI to reduce operational cost, inculcate agility and meet the demands of their customers (Kanyanya 2013; Shah and Ganji, 2017; Shrafat and Ismail, 2018). For instance, Boonsthoansatit & Junghawon (2015) revealed that VSM enables industries to maximize value addition, profits and improve operational performance such as cost and waste reduction. Steur et al (2016) contend that VSM has the potentials to improve the visibility of the entire value stream (i.e., identification of food loss and waste hotspots) and subsequently creates an avenue for information sharing which will definitely help to reduce food loss and waste in an integrated food system (i.e., multi-stakeholder approach relevant for supply chain management). Additionally, Nowak, Pfaff and Karbach (2017) revealed significant effect of VSM on the time dimension of process and quality outcomes because of its capacity to reduce non-value-added time (e.g., waiting time) and length of stay. Moreso, Shah and Ganji (2017) reported its frequent use to design, map out or analyze all action as well as its positive impact on the performance of the organizations. Yuvamitra et al (2017) suggested that VSM ensures waste elimination and structural revision, leading to efficient manufacturing process, and also enabling the customer to receive order significantly faster as affirmed by Dadashnejad and Valmohammadi (2018) in production process improvement, in terms of higher customer satisfaction due to cost decreases and quality improvement. It further operational performance such as equipment failures, set-up and changeovers, idling and minor stoppages, reduced speed operation, scrap and rework and startup losses. However, others like Belekoukias et al., (2014) cited its lesser usage, or even negative effect operational performance whereas Dal-Forno et al (2014) have critiqued the way and manner it has been used, observing that important constraints created by its application must be careful looked as incorrect usage, can lead to mistakes that can cause problems instead of benefits more especially at the problem identification stage where much understanding and classification of problem is more important.

2.4 Supply Chain Collaboration and Organizational Performance

Business is growing more competitive every day. Therefore in order to keep up with customer demand and expectations, it is necessary for firms to build intra and inter firm collaboration to work faster and be more efficient than ever before.
Efficient supply chain collaboration (SCC) places all essential resources of all cooperative partners together and connects all functional processes so as to effectively utilize the resources (Zhang et al., 2015). Adopting intra and inter collaborative practices will enable firms to remain significant, improve performance and stay in business (Kraus et al., 2012). Liao et al. (2017) refer to collaboration as a situation where more than two partners work together with the aim of completing jobs and ultimately attaining mutual objectives while SCC is defined as a long term relationship where individuals liaise, share information, and work together to strategize and even adjust their business processes to mutually enhance their performance (Whipple et al., 2010). Internal collaboration refers to as the degree to which manufacturers organizes their own firms’ methods, practices and processes into a collective, synchronized processes, in order to realize their customers’ requests and profitably interact with their suppliers (Flynn et al., 2010) whereas external collaboration explains a firm’s cooperation with or extension of firms operations to external chain partners such customers and suppliers (upstream and downstream members) to jointly streamline processes through sharing of vital information, knowledge as well as collaborative communication to improve performance (Cao & Zhang, 2011; Nimeh et al., 2018). For instance Han et al. (2013) presented positive and significant relationship between internal collaboration with respect to cross-functional cooperation in developing joint strategies and setting objectives, sharing information and working together to solve problems and firm performance (customer satisfaction, product quality, market share, sale growth and profitability). Moreso, Xu, Huo and Sun (2014) penned significant relationship between intra-organizational variable such top management support (TMS) and information technology (IT) influence supply chain integration (supplier and customer; information and involvement), which eventually affect business performance, even though both supplier and customer collaboration exert their influence in different ways. Kim and Chai (2016) reveal a positive relationship between internal and external collaboration on firms performance especially where changes in the market (dynamisms) and competition in the market (hostility) are very intense. Additionally, Cui and Wu (2016) postulate that SCC (firm-customer) ensures dissemination of important knowledge and information on product and process, which can lead to improvement in productivity product quality as well as market share. Haque and Islam (2018) affirm that inter-firm (firm and supplier) collaborations in areas such as demand planning prevents errors associated with forecasting, which eventually help meet customers’ expectation such as product quality, nonetheless, Yuen and Thai (2017) content that internal and external collaboration differ with respect to the product and service supply chain as Qi et al (2017) argue that supply chain integration (SCI; internal and external), on firm performance focuses on external collaboration than internal collaboration. Therefore, this paper propose for an effective and efficient coordination of internal and external functions of SC members to enhance organizational performance.

2.5 The mediating effect of Supply Chain Collaboration between Value Stream Mapping and Organizational Performance

Activities of the FPI can be extensively complex as a number of trade-offs need to be made with respect to availability, perishability and variability in supply and quality (Roth et al., 2008, p. 35), and these trade-offs sometimes are difficult to handle because of changes in process output and quality differences (Trienekens et al., 2012). Efficient consumer demand initiative thrives on creating value for the final customers through an efficient value system, and concurrently apportion value for the SC partners involved (Christopher, 2005, p. 53). However, poor coordination among SC partners (internal and external) along with inefficient manufacturing practices have been identified as important factors that affect value creation (quality and waste) in the FPI performance (Dal-Forno et al., 2014; Steur et al., 2016). Wong et al. (2011) noted that internal collaboration or effectively coordinate of all processes and activities of different functional units (such as purchasing, manufacturing, research and development, sales etc.) shipping, inventory and raw material management (Trkman and Groznik, 2006; Feyissa, Sharma and Lai, 2019) within the firm so as to react quickly to changing demands of customers and assist operational performance such as delivery, cost, quality and flexibility (Wong et al., 2011) whereas external collaboration marries a firm’s internal processes with external SC partners by developing closer working relationships, integrating processes and sharing information with customers and suppliers (Min et al., 2005; Barratt, 2004; Cao & Zhang, 2011). SCC has been shown to enable firms to deal with the negative impacts of the misalignment and distortions (bullwhip effect) by reducing waste (inventory fluctuations), quality and becoming more responsive to the whims and changes in customer demands (Göbel et al., 2015). According to Payne, Storbacka, and Frow (2008), effective collaboration in the form of intra and inter firm communication enable different views to be sought regarding issues relating value creation. This is because it incorporate information and knowledge such as customers’ wants, ideas and suggestions into the firm’s decisions to meet customer expectations. Additionally, SCC accord firms ample opportunity to learn and acquire knowledge that influence development and application of certain operational strategies such as VSM leading to improved performance (Suarez, Miguel-Davila & Vasquez, 2016). Intra firm collaboration influence VSM activities by identifying and better coordinate other impacted operational teams as well as process segments that are integral to the overall development process and provide leaders, stakeholders and team members with a unified view to enhance performance (Tyagi et al., 2015).
Moreso, inter-firm collaboration can immensely equip firms within value chain with the needed information and knowledge in the implementation of standard processes such as identification of problems and waste which may affect performance (Wiese et al., 2015). For instance, Boonsthonsatit & Junghawan (2015) argue that VSM considers leaness along the SC making it useful of decision making in leveraging competitiveness which is also key to flexibility as measured in with lead time. The shorter lead time contributes to lower cost, higher profit, and more competitiveness. However, information flow to customer and suppliers no effect on value additions. Gadde and Amani (2016) recommend that managerial actions to waste reduction in food supply can be influenced by the active role of SC coordination and interactions while Suarez et al (2016) posit that VSM should provide a holistic understanding on the entire process with respect to roles and contributions to finished products that focus on firms’ internal and external chain processes.

3.0 Discussion

As markets become more globally connected with an increase rise in new forms of technology and competition, firms need to exploit and adapt to the changes in the business environment (Teece, 2012). Organizations are rooted within supply chain interconnections, with each firm relying on the performance of other firms in the chain (Choi, Dooley, & Rungtusanatham, 2001; Xu & Beamon, 2006). According to dynamic capabilities theory (DCT) for industries to survive and attain their full potential under this unpredictable market environment, they need to adopt business strategies that are exceptionally adaptable and flexible in order to seize new opportunities as they arise and to quickly reconfigure activities and organization so as to meet externally generated constraints (Teece, 2000). Dynamic capabilities (DC) further focuses on restructuring, leveraging, learning and knowledge creation, collaboration, sensing as well as seizing (Teece, 2007). Restructuring involves conversion and blending of resources (Bowman & Ambrosini, 2003); learning and knowledge creation is considered as a foundational capability that allows firms to obtain and use knowledge acquired to renew its capabilities and resource base (Zahra & George, 2002); collaboration with internal and external socio-technical resources to attain improved performance (Pavlou & El Sawy, 2011); sensing is the ability to identify prospects in the market environment whereas seizing is the ability to respond timely by taking opportunity to invest in activities which will lead to organizational performance (Kim et al., 2013). Therefore, a strong dynamic capabilities (DC) encourages firms to contest competitors that highlight on efficiency over enhancement, that overlook (or are ignorant of) changing customer expectations or that fail to empower workforce and actors of change (Teece, 2017). Additionally, the relational view (RV) theorizes collaboration as a means of building new capabilities and creating relational rents (Dyer & Singh, 1998). Specifically, the RV posits that firms will engage in collaborative relationships if they believe that their capabilities will attain and sustained better performance, create efficiencies and synergies through long-term alliances and mutually beneficial relationships (Madhok & Tallman, 1998; Cao & Zhang, 2011). Most importantly, if it is assumed that performance enhancement outcomes will be accumulated from such relationships that cannot be achieved by parties in isolation (Dyer & Singh, 1998; Sambasivan, 2009). For instance Cao and Zhang’s (2011) theoretical framework on SCC (internal and external) suggests that collaboration in areas such as information sharing, collaborative communication and joint knowledge creation are critical to performance of firms. Therefore to obtain these advantages, partners must incorporate human and technical resources without the burden of financial ownership (Iyer, Srivastava, & Rawwas, 2014). The alignment between LM and SCM as DC intends to effect decision making that will result in waste reduction or elimination in the value chain and improve the delivery of quality to customers through systems such as VSM based on SCC (information and knowledge sharing) where all chain members will be involved in all the process of value creation by developing a close collaboration within and outside a firm’s SC. Further, the study theoretically puts forward a combined practices SCC from a relational view and examine its effect on operational performance of FPI.
4.0 Conclusion

The deficiency in studies investigating the generational approach through which VSM can affect operational performance as well as the extant studies on the relationship between VSM and SCC necessitated the need to conduct this study. The objective of this study is to develop a unify framework to discusses how VSM can impact on operational performance through the influence of SCC (internal and external) such as information and knowledge sharing as well as collaborative communication among internal and external SC members in the FPI. Drawing from the experiences and best practices as cited in literature, the framework is to assist practitioners to with a practical strategies as to how to design VSM activities (develop the current state map in order to identify the wastes in the process and action plant to eliminate all the waste store ach the future (better) state) by incorporating internal and external collaborative practices in order to attain improved operational performance in the FPI. Empirically, testing this framework is to further provide appreciative insights from the customer perspective on value addition most importantly to find out the root causes of wastes, which could become the basis for effective coordination and cooperation and adoption of value oriented customer strategies.
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